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A Cup Of Coffee With 12 Leading Dentists In The United States â€“ This is a book about
relationships and life stories. Every dentist that has been invited to be a part of this book is in an
elite category as a clinical dentist. You may know one of these doctors; but you may not know the
challenges they have faced, the hurdles they have overcome, the joys they have shared, and the
life events that have shaped their personality as a dental leader in your community, which in turn
shapes your experience in their office. All of these doctors have one thing in common; they have all
joined a group of dentists in an organization called Infinity Dental Partners. Owned and managed by
other practicing dentists, this fraternity of doctors is collaborating and growing together to learn from
each otherâ€™s techniques and improve the care they provide. Infinity Dental Partners is a leader in
a new era of dentistry commonly referred to as complete health dentistry. This new era of dentistry
identifies the importance of the mouth-body connection, and provides a pathway for improved health
through your local dentist.
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I don't post reviews on often but I just had to for this one.... how in the world is this rated so
highly?12 poorly written essays. Absolutely uninteresting. The "stories" are really just a laundry list
of accomplishments about how awesome each of them is and how great their families are. Self
centered and self serving. Very little about actual dentistry and a complete bore. And the things they
do say about dentistry really concern me. For example, pushing the mouth-body connection so
heavily. There is not enough evidence at this time to tease out correlation versus causation, but
these dentists seem to use this in their practice as a scare tactic to get patients treated. I'm not

saying there is not a connection but one needs to be careful in how this is presented to patients to
stay ethical.The real purpose of the book is to get dentists to sell their practices to "Infinity Dental
Partners". It's really just a long drawn out sales pitch. Ugh.These are not dentists I would want to
have a cup of coffee with.

I'm a dental student and I bought this book hoping that I can read a few pages here and there
between my studies and learn something interesting from 12 experienced dentists.What I received
was essentially a very long advertisement for the Infinity Dental Partners group.Do not recommend.

This outfit sends mailings to thousands of dentists waiting for a few desperate enough to pay a fee
to be included in this "book". It is an absolute joke. There is nothing leading about the dentists in this
book.

Dr. Elias Achey was my personal dentist and still would be, if we haven't relocated. With a history of
root canals, crowns and difficulties with getting my teeth to numb, he was by far the most gentle,
caring, experienced dentist I've had. Walking into his dental office you will receive a five star visit
due to his knowledge, his staff and keeping abreast on the latest technology. For those who think
his book a sales pitch, I would reply, "He's a trail blazer and an example of what we can achieve if
we set our mind to it"Mary Beth

Wasn't very interesting at all and I felt like the whole book was just a sales pitch. Do not
recommend.

This book is a scam. One big advertisement for some company. DO NOT BUY

Dr. Achey said that "It is the dream that matters" and that is so true. Can you imagine being a
successful Dentist with a name like Achey? You have to respect this young man. I also liked what
Dr. Smelko said " It's The People In Your Life That Make the Difference" He made a statement
about how important his family is and isn't that true for success in life! Lastly I enjoyed Dr. Beadle
saying " The Importance Of A Service Attitude" is exactly how all of us should conduct our business.
Interesting how these 2 young Doctors have helped the older generation successful Dentists
become a part of a new wave of Health Care. Hopefully these young Dr.'s will live up to the
expectations!
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